Atomic broadcast ensures that concurrent updates to the state of a process group are consistently delivered to all group members despite random communication delays and failures. By relieving replicated application programmers from the burden of dealing with the di cult issue of maintaining replica state consistency, atomic broadcast is a fundamental service for implementing fault-tolerant distributed systems. This paper reports discrete event simulation results that compare the performance of ve asynchronous atomic broadcast protocols. We investigate four di erent performance indexes: average delivery time, average stability time, average number of physical messages sent per broadcast and maximum bu er size. These indexes are measured as a function of group size and update interarrival time, both in the absence of failures and in the presence of a single communication failure. Our comparison shows that there is no overall best protocol. We identify those application areas where a protocol dominates the other protocols and we discuss some of the general protocol design techniques that are useful for achieving good performance.
Assumptions
We consider a single group of broadcast servers running on distinct processors of a point-to-point network and disseminating updates on account of replicated applications running on these processors. The broadcast servers communicate via a datagram service that provides no bound on communication delays, and allows messages to get lost and arrive out of order. Since we are not interested in the group structure of the applications that use the broadcast service, we will refer to the group of broadcast servers implementing the broadcast service as`the group'. We make use of discrete event simulation to explore the behavior of the broadcast protocols 6]. This yields a fair comparison between them, since their performance is measured under identical conditions. For failure free broadcasts, we simulate the sending of ten thousand updates, so that all group members process the same number of updates during the simulation. For the simulation of broadcasts in the presence of one communication failure, the negative acknowledgement protocols require the simulation of a few more successful broadcasts than the positive acknowledgement based protocols, in order to let group members detect the communication failure a ecting the`last' broadcast. The following assumptions are made in the simulation. Since the focus is on the evaluation of broadcast, not membership protocols, we assume a constant group membership throughout any simulation run. In other terms, we assume that no server crash and join events occur during simulation runs. Communication delays between group members are assumed to follow the distribution shown in Figure 1 . This distribution has been obtained empirically by measuring over a period of 48 hours the round trip delays observed for a short datagram message sent between a Sun4 and a Sun IPX SPARCstation running SunOS. The two workstations were connected by a fairly heavily loaded Ethernet. The mean value of the communication delays was 3.318 milliseconds and the minimum observed was 2.181 milliseconds. Although the observed maximum delay (more than 25 seconds) was way to the right of the tail of the density graph in Figure 1 , 99% of the observed delays were less than 14.5 milliseconds. 3.00 4.00 5.00 6.00 7.00 8.00
Figure 1: Communication delay density
In our simulations, we assumed that the CPU time needed to process a message is zero. In a real system running the protocols investigated at a suitably low level of abstraction, this time would be of the order of tens of microseconds, negligible to the delays of the order of thousands of microseconds (i.e. milliseconds) caused by the communication network. Our assumption of negligible CPU time for handling a mesage remains valid as a rst order approximation of the update broadcast delays that would be observable in a real system for as long as the CPU message processing times in the real system would be less than 10 percent of the per member update interarrival time, that is
1=
Size of the group > 1 msec.
The interarrival time between update arrivals at broadcast servers is assumed to be exponential with mean expected value 1/ . Our simulations have been made for values of 1/ equal to 15.0, 25.0, 50.0, 75.0, 100.0, 200.0, 300.0, and 400.0 milliseconds . Since the greatest group size considered in our simulations was 10, the previously stated approximation of zero CPU time for handling a message is satis ed for all of the above interrarival times.
Overview of Broadcast Protocols
This section gives a basic overview of the protocols in chronological order of publication. The Tandem global update protocol 2] is a sequencer-based protocol that uses positive acknowledgements to ensure that broadcast updates are received by all group members. To broadcast an update u, a group member (the sender) rst requests permission from the sequencer. If the sequencer does not know about any other concurrent broadcast, it grants permission by sending back a sequence number n, otherwise it denies permission and the group member must wait and retry later. When permission is received, the sender sends messages containing u and n to all other members. All members that receives a (u,n) message send back a (positive) acknowledgement for n. When the sender knows that all members have received (u,n) it informs the sequencer that the broadcast n is complete.
A member learns that (u,n) is stable when it receives a message (u 0 ,n 0 ) with a sequence number n 0 higher than n. Message losses are detected by timeouts, and result in message re-transmissions. No concurrent broadcasts are possible in this protocol: not only does the sequencer grant permission to one sender at a time but also each sender can perform at most one broadcast at a time (if a new broadcast request arrives while a broadcast is in progress, the new broadcast is put on hold). Because of the protocol's inability to allow concurrency, we also investigated a variant, to be called the Positive Acknowledgement protocol (PA) , that allows concurrent broadcasts to proceed in parallel.
In the PA protocol, a sender s initiates the broadcast of an update u by sending a message containing u and a local sequence number l to the sequencer. If the previous message received from s by the sequencer had local sequence number l?1, the sequencer attaches a global sequence number n to this update and sends messages (u,n) to every group member. If the (u,l) message is out of order, the sequencer stores (u,l) in a local bu er until the previous message (u 0 ,l ? 1) arrives from s and then globally orders and broadcasts u 0 and u consistently with their origination order at s. Upon receipt of (u,n), each member sends a positive acknowledgement for n to the sequencer. Message losses are detected by timeouts, and result in message re-transmissions. Updates are delivered at members in the order imposed by the sequence numbers attached by the sequencer. Concurrency is allowed among broadcast servers as well as among multiple broadcast requests at a single server. Update stability is determined as follows. Group members piggyback on their messages to the sequencer the sequence number ld of the last update they have delivered. The sequencer maintains a local stable sequence number ld all equal to the highest such sequence number that was received from all members and piggybacks ld all on all messages it sends to group members. Thus, an update u with sequence number n is stable when all members have received from the sequencer messages with piggybacked stability number ld all at least n.
The broadcast protocol of Amoeba 5] is also a sequencer-based protocol. To initiate the broadcast of update u a sender sends a messages containing u to the sequencer. The sequencer attaches a sequence number n to u and sends messages (u,n) to all group members. However, unlike in the positive acknowledgement protocol, group members do not send any (positive) acknowledgement back when they receive such messages. After having received a message (u,n), a member sends a negative acknowledgement to the sequencer only if the next message it receives contains a sequence number greater than n + 1. The sequencer re-transmits messages only upon receiving such negative acknowledgements. Concurrency is allowed among distinct broadcast servers, but in the protocol described in 5] each member handles only one broadcast request at a time. The stability of a broadcast is established in the same manner as for the positive acknowledgement protocol. In the train protocol 3], there is a cyclic order among group members. A train containing a sequence of updates circulates from one member to another in this order. A member (the sender) that wants to broadcast an update waits for the train to arrive. When the train arrives, the sender rst delivers all updates carried by the train, and then appends all updates that it wants to broadcast at the end of the train. These updates are removed from the train the next time the train arrives at the same sender. If there are no broadcasts in progress, the empty train remains idle at some designated group member, and in such a case a sender must request the train in order to broadcast an update. A lost train is detected by a designated group member based on a timeout mechanism. This designated group member is also responsible for regenerating a lost train. Stability of an update is established when the train completes one more round after delivering the update to all group members.
The broadcast protocol of Isis 1] is also a sequencer-based protocol. To broadcast an update u, a sender s causally broadcasts messages containing the update u and a local vector of sequence numbers|or timestamp vector|l to all group members. When the sequencer receives (u,l,s), it assigns to this update a new global sequence number n and causally broadcasts (n,l,s) to all members.
After receiving a message carrying an update (u,l,s), a member waits to get from the sequencer the nal sequence number n for the (l,s) update. Group members use the global ordering imposed by the sequencer to deliver updates. The causal broadcast protocol used by the atomic broadcast protocol uses a lower level rst-in-rst-out (FIFO) transport protocol to send messages between pairs of broadcast servers, so that messages received by a destination process are received in the order sent by the sender process. This FIFO protocol makes use of low level sequence numbers and negative acknowledgements to detect lost messages. Stability of an update u identi ed by (l,s) is established at a group member when it has received from every other group member s 0 , a message (u 0 ,l 0 ,s 0 ), such that the vector timestamp l 0 re ects the delivery of update u at s 0 (i.e., l 0 > l).
Simulation Results
We have simulated the behavior of the above protocols both in the absence of failures and in the presence of one communication failure per broadcast. The communication failure is simulated as follows. When a broadcast is initiated, one of the messages to be sent is chosen to be lost. The choice is made in such a way that the probability of the loss of any message among those to be sent is the same. To simulate the message loss, the randomly chosen message is simply not sent. To detect message losses between members, the positive acknowledgement based protocols (PA and Train) make use of timeouts set to four times the average message delay. In the simulation results that follow, we have tried to use the same scale, for similar performance indexes, to make comparison easier. Furthermore, since the con dence intervals for the measured indexes are too small for allowing a convenient graphical representation, we have omitted them from the graphs. Since, the Tandem global update protocol allows at most one broadcast to progress at any time, its performance is notably worse than that of the other protocols. For brevity, we do not report simulation results of the original Tandem protocol here.
The Positive Acknowledgement Broadcast Protocol

Average Delivery Time
In the absence of failures, the average broadcast delivery time of the PA protocol is shown in Figure  2 as a function of group size, and in Figure 3 as a function of mean update interarrival time. There are three delay components that contribute to the delivery time: 1) the message communication delay from the sender to the sequencer, 2) the time an update may wait at the sequencer, because the sequencer hasn't yet received some earlier update from the same sender, and 3) the message communication delay from the sequencer to group members. Only the third delay component a ects the delivery time if the sender is the sequencer itself. There are two reasons for the increase in the average delivery time with the group size. First, since in our simulation every group member broadcasts an equal number of updates, the percentage of the number of updates broadcast by the sequencer decreases as the group size increases. Since the delivery time for an update broadcast by the sequencer is less than that broadcast by another group member, the overall average delivery time increases with the group size. Second, the third delay component depends on the largest communication delay experienced among all group members. This increases when the group size increases, and as a result the average delivery time increases. The increase in the average delivery time is higher for lower mean update interarrival times, because the chances of messages arriving out of order at the sequencer are high when the updates are generated fast. This increases the second delay component. This is also the reason for higher delivery times observed for lower mean interarrival times in Figure 3 . The minimum broadcast delivery time was observed to be 2.25 milliseconds, which corresponds to a broadcast done by the sequencer.
The average delivery time in the presence of one communication failure per broadcast is shown in Figure 4 as a function of group size and in Figure 5 as a function of mean update interarrival time. A message loss in this protocol is detected by timeout. The timeout interval is independent of the mean update interarrival time or the group size. As a result, the dependency between average delivery time and group size, and average delivery time and mean update interarrival time are similar to those in the failure free case: the average delivery time is essentially increased by the timeout delay compared to the failure free case. The average broadcast stability time in the absence of failures is shown in Figure 6 as a function of group size, and in Figure 7 as a function of mean update interarrival time. Five delay components contribute to the stability time: 1) the message communication delay from the sender to the sequencer, 2) the time an update may wait at the sequencer, because the sequencer hasn't yet received some earlier update from the same sender, 3) the time needed to send the update from the sequencer to all group members and to receive back acknowledgements, 4) the time the sequencer has to wait until it receives some other update to broadcast, and 5) the time it takes for the new update to reach all group members. Only the last three delay components a ect the stability time if the sender is the sequencer itself. There are three factors that a ect the average stability time as the group size changes. First, the percentage of the number of updates broadcast by the sequencer decreases when the group size increases, and this increases the stability time. Second, the third and the fth delay components depend on the largest communication delays experienced among all group members, and this increases with group size. Finally, the fourth delay component depends on the rate at which the sequencer sends messages to all group members, which in turn depends on the per member update interarrival time. Since the per member update interarrival time decreases when the group size increases, this factor decreases the average stability time for larger group sizes. As shown in Figure 6 , the third factor is dominant for large mean update interarrival times: the stability time decreases when the group size increases (except group size 2) for large mean update interarrival times. For the smallest mean update interarrival time considered (15.0 msec), the rst two factors are dominant, and as result the stability time increases, albeit slightly, with the group size. Group size 2 is a special case because there is only one non sequencer: as soon as the sequencer receives the acknowledgement from the non sequencer, the broadcast is stable: the fourth and the fth delay components do not contribute to the stability time in this case. As a result, the stability time for group size 2 is the smallest. There are two factors that a ect the average stability time as the mean update interarrival time changes. First, the number of messages arriving out of order is low for higher mean update interarrival times. This contributes to a decrease in the second delay component when the mean update interarrival time increases. Second, the fourth delay component increases when the mean update interarrival time increases. As we see in Figure 7 , the second factor is dominant, and the stability time increases with the mean update interarrival time (except group size 2). Further, the rate of this increase is higher for lower group sizes (except group size 2), because the fourth delay component depends on the per member update interarrival time which is smaller for larger group sizes. Group size 2 is a special case for the reasons mentioned earlier. The average stability time in the presence of one communication failure per broadcast is shown in Figure 8 as a function of group size, and in Figure 9 as a function of mean update interarrival time. The loss of messages simply increases the average stability time by the timeout interval. The dependencies between the average stability time and the group size or the mean update interarrival time are similar to those observed in the failure free case. Finally, the maximum bu er size needed for the simulation runs is shown in Table 1 in the absence of failures, and in Table 2 in the presence of one communication failure per broadcast. The maximum bu er size is shown for the sequencer and the non-sequencers separately. There are four main points to be noticed in these tables: the bu er size is larger for the non sequencers than for the sequencer, the bu er size increases with the group size, the bu er size decreases when the mean update interarrival time increases, and the bu er size is larger when a message loss occurs. PositiveACK 1= = 15:0 1= = 50:0 1= = 100:0 1= = 400:0 The average broadcast delivery time of an update in the Amoeba broadcast protocol in the absence of failures is shown in Figure 12 as a function of group size, and in Figure 13 as a function of mean interarrival time. The delay components that contribute to the delivery time are 1) the time an update must wait at the sender process if the sender is waiting for completion of an earlier broadcast, 2) the message communication delay from the sender to the sequencer, and 3) the message communication delay from the sequencer to the group members. The dependency between the average delivery time and group size and mean interarrival times is similar to that seen for the positive acknowledgement protocol. The delivery time is higher than for the PA protocol for lower mean interarrival times because the likelyhood that an update has to wait at the sender is higher at higher update interarrival rates. Figure 14 shows the average broadcast delivery time as a function of group size in the presence of one communication failure. The average broadcast delivery time becomes very large for lower group sizes and it reduces when the group size increases. The reason for this is that a message loss in this protocol is detected by some member when it receives a message that follows the lost message. When the group size is small, the per member update interarrival time at the sequencer is large, so thè following' message arrives after a longer time. As a result it takes longer to detect a message loss. Furthermore, for smaller mean interarrival times (15.0 msec) and smaller group sizes, the rst delay component is signi cantly higher because of the longer time needed to detect message losses. This causes the delivery time to be extremely high for low mean interarrival times and low group sizes. Figure 15 shows the average broadcast delivery time as a function of the mean interarrival time in the presence of one communication failure. The average broadcast delivery time is very large for lower interarrival times because of the rst delay component. When the mean update interarrival time is small, the likelyhood that an update has to wait at the sender is high (particularly because a message loss increases the delivery time). The delivery time reduces to a minimum when the mean interarrival time is about 50 ms, at which time the rst delay component reduces to a minimum. After that, the average delivery time increases with the mean interarrival time. The increase is due to the increase in the time needed to detect a message loss when the mean interarrival times increase. 
Average Stability Time
The average broadcast stability time in the absence of failures is shown in Figure 16 as a function of group size, and in Figure 17 as a function of mean update interarrival time. The following delay components contribute to the stability time of an update: 1) the time an update must wait at the sender process if the sender is waiting for completion of an earlier broadcast, 2) the message communication delay from the sender to the sequencer, 3) the message communication delay from the sequencer to group members, 4) the time it takes for all group members to wait for their next update and the time needed by these next updates to arrive at the sequencer, and 5) the time needed by the sequencer to wait for a new update that follows the ones mentioned in (4) and the delay incurred by this new update in reaching all members. Only the last three delay components a ect the stability time if the sender is the sequencer itself. There are three factors that a ect the dependency between the stability time and the group size. First, as the group size increases, the percentage of updates broadcast by the sequencer decreases.
Since the stability time of a sequencer update is less than that of a member update, the average stability time increases when the group size increases. Second, the communication delay from the sequencer to group members in the third and fth component delays increases with group size. Third, the fourth delay component depends on the largest interarrival time experienced by all group members; this delay increases with group size. As we see in Figure 16 , the average stability time increases with group size because of all these factors. The rate of increase is higher for larger mean update interarrival times because of the third factor. The average stability time increases when the mean interarrival time increases (Figure 17 ) because of two reasons: the fourth and fth component delays increase when the mean interarrival time increases. The average stability time in the presence of one communication failure is shown in Figure 18 as a function of group size, and in Figure 19 as a function of mean update interarrival time. Except for low values of the mean update interarrival time (less than 50 msec), the dependencies between the average stability time, and the group size or the mean update interarrival time remain the same as in the absence of failures. The reason for the higher values of the average stability time at low mean interarrival times is that the rst component of the stability delay in this case is very high and dominates the other delay components. Size: 2 sequencer  15  15  15  16  non-sequencer  16  16  16  15  Group Size: 3 sequencer  61  62  62  63  non-sequencer  63  63  63  63  Group Size: 4 sequencer  119  120  119  119  non-sequencer  120  120  120  119  Group Size: 5 sequencer  151  151  152  152  non-sequencer  152  152  152  152  Table 3 : Amoeba protocol: maximum bu er size; no failure Finally, the maximum message bu er size is shown in Table 3 in the absence of failures, and in Table  4 in the presence of one communication failure per broadcast. The maximum message bu er size is shown for the sequencer and non-sequencers separately. The average number of messages sent per broadcast as a function of the mean update interarrival time is shown in Figure 20 in the absence of failures, and in Figure 21 in the presence of one communication failure. These messages correspond to the rst message sent from the sender to the sequencer, the messages sent from the sequencer to all group members, and the retransmit requests from group members to the sequencer if messages arrive out of order. For larger values of the mean update interarrival time (greater than 50 msec), the average number of messages sent per broadcast increases linearly with the group size, and is independent of the mean update interarrival time. The increase with the group size is explained by the fact that the number of messages sent from the sequencer to group members increase with group size. The reason for the higher number of messages observed at low mean interarrival times is that the likelyhood of messages arriving out of order increases when the update interarrival time decreases. The average broadcast delivery time of the train protocol in the absence of failures is shown in Figure 22 as a function of group size, and in Figure 23 as a function of mean update interarrival time. There are two delay components that a ect the broadcast delivery time in this case: 1) the time a sender has to wait between an update arrival and the train arrival and 2) the time taken by the train to complete one round after the update was appended to it. The average broadcast delivery time increases almost linearly with the group size because these two delay components increase with the group size. This dependency, however, is not completely linear, since the train may be idle when the update is generated and this may cause the sender to wait for a longer time (until a timeout) before requesting, and nally receiving the train. The average delivery time rst increases with the mean update interarrival time reaching a maximum value, after which it decreases, albeit slightly. The initial increase is due to a decrease in the number of updates carried by the train when the mean update interarrival time increases, which in turn increases the average delivery time. The delivery time reaches a maximum when the train carries at most one update at any time. A slight further decrease for larger mean update interarrival times is caused by the following fact. In order to broadcast an update, a sender rst waits for the train for a xed amount of time since it last saw it. Only if the sender does not see the train arriving during this time it sends a train request. So the rst delay component consists of the di erence between the moment the update arrives and the time a request for the train is initiated. This di erence decreases as the the mean update interarrival time increases. 
Average Number of Messages per Broadcast
Average Stability Time
The average stability time in the absence of failures is shown in Figure 26 as a function of group size and in Figure 27 as a function of mean update interarrival time. The delay components that contribute to the stability time of an update u are as follows: 1) the delay between the arrival of u and the arrival of the train, 2) the time the train takes to complete one round after u has been appended to it, 3) the delay to the arrival of a next update u' after u has been delivered by all group members, and 4) the time it takes for the train carrying u' to reach all group members. As shown in Figure  22 , the average stability time increases with the group size, because the rst, second, and the fourth delay components increase with the group size. Furthermore, the rate of this increase is smaller for smaller group sizes and larger mean update interarrival times, because the third delay component (depending on the per member update interarrival time) is larger. The dependency between average stability time and mean update interarrival time is induced by the third delay component. The average stability time increases with the mean update interarrival time because the per member update interarrival time increases with the mean update interarrival time. The rate of this increase is higher for smaller group sizes since the per member update interarrival time is higher for smaller group sizes. The average stability time in the presence of one communication failure per broadcast is shown in Figure 28 as a function of group size, and in Figure 29 as a function of mean update interarrival time. These dependencies are similar to those observed in the absence of communication failures. Finally, the maximum message bu er sizes are shown in Table 5 in the absence of failures, and in The average number of messages sent per broadcast in the absence of failures is shown in Figure  30 as a function of mean update interarrival time. This number increases with the mean update interarrival time, and approaches group size + 2. Indeed, when the updates arrive slowly, the train is mostly idle, so the messages used to broadcast an update at large interarrival times consist of the messages to request and to transfer the train and the messages to circulate the train among group members. On the other hand, when the mean update interarrival time is small, the train carries more than one update and is never idle, so that no messages to request and transfer the train are needed. As a result, the average number of messages per broadcast decreases when the mean update interarrival times decreases. This dependency remains the same in the presence of one communication failure per broadcast, with the di erence that the average number of messages sent per broadcast is larger. The average broadcast delivery time of an update in the absence of failures is shown in Figure 32 as a function of group size, and in Figure 33 as a function of mean update interarrival time. There are two delay components in the broadcast delivery time: 1) the communication delay to send a causal broadcast from the sender to all group members, and 2) the communication delay to causally send the ordering information from the sequencer to all group members. Only the second delay component a ects the delivery time if the sender is the sequencer itself. The average delivery time increases with the group size because of two reasons. First, the percentage of the number of updates broadcast by the sequencer decreases as the group size increases, and since the delivery time for an update broadcast by the sequencer is smaller than that by any other group member, the average delivery time increases. Second, the second delay component depends on the largest communication delay experienced among all group members, and this increases with the group size. Both delay components are independent of the mean update interarrival time (except for small values of the mean update interarrival time when out of order messages can be observed). Thus, the average broadcast delivery time is almost independent of the mean update interarrival time (Figure 33 ). The number of messages arriving out of order is high when the mean update interarrival time is small, and as a result, the average delivery time is larger when the mean update interarrival time is smaller. The average delivery time in the presence of one communication failure per broadcast is shown in Figure 34 as a function of group size and in Figure 35 as a function of mean update interarrival time. A message loss is detected by a group member when it receives another message with a higher transport level sequence number. This causes the average delivery time to grow as the mean update interarrival time grows (Figure 35 ). The average delivery time increases when the group size increases beyond 3 because the percentage of the number of updates broadcast by the sequencer decreases, and the second delay component increases. The average delivery time is slightly larger, when the group size is small. Indeed, when the group size is small, the likelyhood of losing two or more consecutive messages from the same sender is larger, and hence, the message loss detection time is larger. We did not plot the average delivery times for group size 2, because they were very large.
The average broadcast stability time in the absence of failures is shown in Figure 36 as a function of group size and in Figure 37 as a function of mean update interarrival time. There are four delay components that contribute to stability time: 1) the communication delay to send a causal broadcast from the sender to all group members, 2) the communication delay to send the ordering information from the sequencer to all group members, 3) the wait time at the group members to broadcast their next update, and 4) the communication delay to send a causal broadcast containing these next updates from all group members to all group members. The stability time increases with group size because the second, third, and fourth delay components increase when the group size increases: the second and the fourth delay components depend on the largest communication delay experienced among all group members, and the third delay component depends on the largest update interarrival time experienced by group members. Furthermore, the rate of this increase is higher for lower group sizes because the percentage of broadcasts done by the sequencer is higher for lower group sizes, and the stability time for broadcasts done by the sequencer is lower. The third delay component also depends on the mean update interarrival time, and so the stability time increases when the mean update interarrival time increases. The rate of this increase is higher for larger group sizes because, as explained earlier, the third delay component is larger for larger groups. Size: 2 sequencer  44  44  44  41  non-sequencer  15  11  8  7  Group Size: 3 sequencer  126  125  127  127  non-sequencer  125  125  125  125  Group Size: 4 sequencer  313  309  305  303  non-sequencer  273  271  266  265  Group Size: 5 sequencer  410  417  412  412  non-sequencer  285  283  278  278  Table 7 : Isis ABCAST protocol: maximum bu er size; no failures Finally, the maximum message bu er size needed by the Isis protocol is shown in Table 7 in the absence of failure, and in Table 8 The dependency between the average number of messages sent per broadcast and the mean update interarrival time is shown in Figure 40 in the absence of failure, and in Figure 41 in the presence of one communication failure per broadcast. These messages include the messages sent from the sender to all group members, the ordering messages sent from the sequencer to all group members, and the retransmit messages sent at the FIFO layer in case some message is lost or arrives out of order. The average number of messages sent per broadcast is independent of the mean interarrival time for 1= > 25:0, and varies linearly with the group size. When the mean update interarrival time is small, the probability of messages arriving out of order is high at the FIFO layer. This causes additional retransmit request messages to be sent and thus increases the average number of messages sent per From the preceding simulation results, we conclude that there is no single protocol that performs better than all others under every condition. In this section, we discuss the relative strengths and weaknesses of each of the considered protocols with respect to the parameters assumed. We also discuss the reasons why one protocol performs better than another for certain values of these parameters. and Isis protocols are lower because these protocols allow for more concurrency by enabling multiple group members to send messages in parallel. For example, the sequencer can send messages to group members while a group member sends a message to the sequencer. The train protocol sends at most one message at any time, and this contributes to an increase in the protocol delivery time. However, as we will see later, this characteristic of the train protocol is also one of its strengths: low number of messages per broadcast at high update arrival rates. Although the PA, Amoeba, and Isis protocols are all sequencer based, the average delivery times of Isis are slightly higher than those of the PA and Amoeba protocols. The reason for this is that Isis uses a lower level causal order broadcast protocol to send messages. This causal order broadcast introduces some additional restrictions on concurrency that are not present in the other two protocols.
Average Delivery Time
For example, consider the scenario in which a process, say p 1 broadcasts an update u 1 , and another process, say p 2 delivers u 1 and then broadcasts update u 2 . If a causal order broadcast protocol is used, the sequencer is forced to order u 1 before u 2 . No such restriction is present if a causal broadcast protocol is not used, as in the PA or the Amoeba protocols. Finally, notice that the delivery times for the PA and Amoeba protocols are higher for lower mean interarrival times, because updates may be blocked for earlier broadcasts to complete when updates arrive at a faster rate. The delivery time for low mean update interarrival times is higher for Amoeba than for the PA protocol. The reason for this is that an update in Amoeba can be blocked at the sender if the sender is waiting for the completion of an earlier broadcast it originated, while in the PA protocol an update issued by a sender can be blocked at the sequencer only when a message carrying an earlier update from that sender to the sequencer is late. Thus, an update in the PA protocol is blocked only if the communication delay of the message carrying some earlier update, from the sender to the sequencer, is higher than the sum of the delay to the next update arrival and the communication delay of the message carrying this next update to the sequencer. On the other hand, an update in Amoeba is blocked at the sender only if the sum of the communication delay of the message carrying an earlier update from that sender to the sequencer and the communication delay of the message carrying the sequence number and this earlier update from the sequencer to the sender is more than the delay to the next update arrival. Clearly, chances of blocking of an update in Amoeba are higher than in the PA protocol. The average delivery times of the protocols in the presence of one communication failure, are compared in gures 46 and 47 as a function of group size, and in gures 48 and 49 as a function of mean interarrival time. The rst observation is that the protocols that are least a ected by message losses are the PA and train protocols. Both use timeouts to detect message losses, so the delivery times are increased by a xed timeout interval when a message loss occurs. Since Isis and Amoeba use a negative acknowledgement strategy to detect message losses, their delivery times in the presence of a communication failure become dependent on the mean update interarrival time. As a result, the delivery times of these protocols are quite high (particularly for a small group size). These protocols are tuned for quick delivery in the absence of failures at the expense of poor performance in the presence of failures.
The e ect of update blocking at the sender, as in Amoeba, versus the e ect of update blocking at the sequencer, as in the PA protocol, becomes very clear now. Since, the delivery times are larger when messages may get lost, the time an update is blocked at the sender (in Amoeba) is much higher than the time an update is blocked at the sequencer (in the PA protocol). As a result, the delivery times in Amoeba are very high for low mean update interarrival times. It is interesting to note that even though both Amoeba and Isis use negative acknowledgements, the average delivery time in Isis increases by a larger amount than in Amoeba when one communication failure occurs. The reason for this is that Isis uses negative acknowledgements at the lower FIFO layer while the Amoeba broadcast uses this technique at the higher broadcast layer. In a negative acknowledgement based protocol, a message loss is detected by a process q if it receives from process p a message following the lost message from p. In the Isis case, process p can be any sending member: this will send the following message when the next update arrives at p. In Amoeba, process p is with high probability the sequencer (the busiest member in the group): this will send the following message when the next update to be broadcast arrives from any of the group members. This, in e ect, causes the message following the lost message to arrive earlier in the Amoeba protocol than in the Isis protocol, and contributes to the decrease in the average time to detect a message loss. The stability times of all protocols are very similar for low mean update interarrival times. For high mean update interarrival times the stability times of the Isis and Amoeba protocols become very high because of their reliance on negative acknowledgments. Since the only way a group member learns about the receipt of an update by another group member is to receive a message following the receipt, the stability time of an update in these protocols increases when the mean update interarrival time increases. The stability time of the PA protocol is also dependent on the mean update interarrival time be-cause the sequencer distributes the stability information in the`following' message it sends to group members. However, the stability time in this case depends on the per member update interarrival time because the sequencer forwards every broadcast in the system. Hence, the stability time in the PA protocol is smaller than in Isis or Amoeba. The dependency of the stability time on the mean interarrival time is further reduced in the train protocol. Here, an update becomes stable when the train completes one more round after delivering the update at all group members. Thus, if any group member generates another broadcast request after the update has been delivered, the train continues its next round. Hence, the stability time in this case is dependent on a fraction of the per member update interarrival time. We see the e ect of this in Figure 53 , where the stability time in the train protocol gets better and better (compared to the other protocols) as the mean interarrival time increases. The average stability times in the presence of one communication failure per broadcast are plotted in gures 54 and 55 as a function of group size, and in gures 56 and 57 as a function of mean update interarrival time. The stability times in Isis and Amoeba are very high (for large mean interarrival times) compared to those in the PA and train protocols, because of the dependency on the mean update interarrival times. In the train and PA protocols, the dependency between stability time and mean update interarrival time is minimized, so these protocols achieve good stability times. The high stability time at low mean interarrival times in Amoeba is caused by update blocking at the sender, as explained earlier. Amoeba  sequencer  61  62  62  63  non-sequencer  63  63  63  63  PositiveACK sequencer  9  6  5  3  non-sequencer  15  7  6  4  Train  trainmaster  24  14  12  6  non-trainmaster  14  9  7  4  Isis ABCAST sequencer  126  125  127  127  non-sequencer  125  125  125  125  Table 9 : Maximum bu er size: group size 3, no failures
Average Stability Time
In the absence of failures, the maximum bu er sizes for group sizes 3 and 5 is given in tables 9 and 10, respectively. Tables 11 and 12 Amoeba  sequencer  151  151  152  152  non-sequencer  152  152  152  152  PositiveACK sequencer  12  8  6  4  non-sequencer  18  9  8  5  Train  trainmaster  44  23  16  8  non-trainmaster  25  12  10  5  Isis ABCAST sequencer  410  417  412  412  non-sequencer  285  283  278  278  Table 10 : Maximum bu er size: group size 5; no failures absence and in the presence of communication failures. The explanation for this is the same as that given earlier for the low stability times of these protocols compared to Isis or Amoeba. The e ect of a message loss on bu er size requirement is quite signi cant in the Isis and Amoeba protocols, while its e ect on the train and the PA protocols is minimal. 
Average Number of Messages per Broadcast
The average number of messages per broadcast in the absence of failures are plotted in gures 58 and 59 as a function of mean interarrival time. The rst point to notice is that for all protocols, the average number of messages per broadcast reaches a stable value when the mean interarrival time increases. Also, the two most interesting protocols when it comes to message density are the train and Amoeba protocols. Figure 58 shows that for group size 3, the train protocol has the lowest message density for interarrival times smaller than 50 msec, and that the Amoeba protocol has the lowest message density for interarrival times greater than 50 msec. For group size 5, the train protocol is better when the mean interarrival time is less than 175.0 msec, while the Amoeba protocol is better for interarrival times higher than 175 msec. Another point to note is that the average number of messages per broadcast increases for low mean interarrival times in all protocols except the train protocol. This is a direct result of the concurrency built in all protocols except the train: at low mean interarrival times, there are more messages arriving out of order for sequencer based protocols and as a result there are more retransmit requests. 
Useful Techniques
So far we have studied the performance of these protocols relative to each other. In this section, we will identify some of the features that are useful in designing broadcast protocols. All broadcast protocols that we investigated enforce a sender based ordering on the total ordering that they provide, i.e., if a sender broadcasts an update u 1 followed by an update u 2 , then these protocols ensure that group members deliver u 1 before u 2 . The techniques used to ensure sender ordering are di erent for di erent protocols. In the PA protocol, a sender attaches a sequence number to every update it originates and the sequencer orders the updates in a manner consistent with this sender-enforced ordering. In the Amoeba protocol, a sender issues an update at a time. In Isis, sender-ordering is achieved by use of the underlying FIFO channel between a member and the sequencer. Finally in the train protocol, each sender appends the updates to the train in the order it has received them. For large mean interarrival times, all these techniques have similar e ects of the performance of the protocol. However, for low mean interarrival times, the technique of update blocking at the sender as used in the Amoeba protocol increases the delivery and stability times signi cantly. This increase is even more signi cant in the presence of message losses. Hence, if the updates are generated at a faster rate, the technique of blocking at the sender should be avoided. However, this technique does reduce protocol complexity as well as the load on the sequencer, a parameter that our simulations did not test. The Isis broadcast protocol imposes additional causal restrictions on the delivery of broadcast updates. As we have seen, this contributes to increasing the delivery and stability times. Thus, such a restriction should be imposed only if applications really need causality to be preserved. The delivery times in the absence of failures are independent of the mean update interarrival time for the sequencer based protocols, while the train protocol performs in general better at high update arrival rates. The delivery, stability and message loss detection times for negative acknowledgment based protocols, such as Amoeba and Isis, become dependent on the mean update interarrival time. This dependency leads to large delivery times in the presence of communication failures and to larger stability times, compared to the train and PA protocols, both in the absence and in the presence of communication failures. Furthermore, larger stability times also increase the bu er size requirements. Thus, if the goal is decent performance when failures occur, the dependency of the delivery, stability and message loss detection times on the mean update interarrival time should be minimized as much as possible.
Conclusion
Choosing an appropriate atomic broadcast protocol for a fault-tolerant application that relies on data replication is a complex task. This paper provides a contribution towards solving this problem by studying the comparative performance of sequencer-based and train protocols under identical simulation conditions. This is, to our knowledge, the rst comparative study ever attempted into the performance of asynchronous atomic broadcast protocols. Since such protocols are expected to become more important in the future, given the ever increasing availability requirements placed on distributed systems, we expect this to be a rst step towards a comprehensive understanding of the performance characteristics of data replication protocols. Our decision to investigate the comparative performance by simulation rather than by a full-edged implementation enabled us to get results faster and provided us with an extremely fair comparison between protocols, since their perfomance was investigated by using identical simulation conditions. In addition to this, our choice of investigation method proved useful in many other ways. First, it forced us to understand the details of the protocols in order to simulate their behavior. Second, in many instances, the behavior of the protocols that we observed from simulation was di cult to anticipate from their published description because of the complexity of these descriptions. For example, the more than linear decreases in the number of messages sent per broadcast by the Train protocol when the update arrival rate increases linearly was a surprise for us; the e ect of update blocking at the sender in Amoeba at high update arrival rates was more signi cant than we could foresee; the better delivery and stability times of Amoeba compared to Isis, even though both of these protocols use similar negative acknowledgement techniques, was unexpected|we provided an explanation that, we believe, is reasonable, but without our simulation work we couldn't even think about such di erences in behavior; the unsatisfactory performance of the Tandem protocol was a surprise, and this forced us to investigate the Positive Acknowledgement variant that, to the best of our knowledge, is a new protocol with interesting performance characteristics. Third, although the e ect of the update arrival rates or the group size on di erent performance indexes could, in general, be predicted in many cases, the simulation provided us with interesting actual values of the mean update interarrival time and the group size for which these protocols could perform best. For example, we have observed the existence of a value for the mean update interrarival time (25 msec) for which the e ect of messages arriving out of order on the delivery times, in the absence of failures, in the PA protocol becomes insigni cant ( Figure 3) . Similarly, we have observed that beyond a certain group size (7) the consequences of sender blocking on the average stability time at high interrarival rates in Amoeba become insigni cant when compared with Isis ( Figure 54) . We have also shown the existence of a mean update interrarival time value such that for lower interrarival times the Train protocol sends the minimum number of messages per broadcast while for higher values the Amoeba protocol sends the minimum number of messages per broadcast. For example, for a group of size 5, the train protocol sends less messages per broadcast when the mean update interrarival time is smaller than 150 msec while Amoeba sends less messages per broadcast for values higher than 150 msec ( Figure 59 ). While there is no single protocol with the best overall performance under all assumed parameter values, our study has identi ed the conditions under which certain protocols perform better than others and we have discussed the reasons that contribute to this better performance. The best delivery times in the absence of failures are provided by sequencer-based protocols such as the Positive Acknowledgement, Amoeba and Isis. While the sequencer based Positive Acknowledgement protocol has a delivery time only slightly worse than Amoeba and Isis in the absence of failures, it has the best performance in the presence of communication failures. When communication failures occur, the delivery times of Amoeba and Isis grow to very large values, larger for Isis than for Amoeba because of the use of negative acknowledgements at the lower FIFO transport layer. The stability times for low mean update interarrival times are similar for all protocols, but in Isis and Amoeba they become quite large when the mean interarrival time increases. We have explained this by describing the strong dependency which exists between stability time and mean interarrival time in these protocols. The same behavior can also be observed when a communication failure occurs. As far as message density is concerned, the best protocols are the train and Amoeba. The train protocol has the lowest number of messages per broadcast for high update arrival rates and Amoeba has the lowest number of messages per broadcast for low update arrival rates, both when no failures occur and when a communication failure occurs. As a general comment, the train protocol performs better when the update interarrival rate increases, while the other protocols perform better when the update interarrival rate decreases. Negative acknowledgement based protocols such as Amoeba and Isis require more bu er storage than protocols based on timeouts such as the positive acknowledgement and the train. While our study was done in a point-to-point network, it is worth noting that both sequencer-based and train-based protocols allow optimizations when the underlying communication network is a broadcast channel instead of a point-to-point network. The sequencer based protocols would then use the channel multicast capability each time a member must send information that must reach all group members. An train based protocol optimized for a broadcast channel would dump all updates accumulated at a sender on the channel when the train (or token in this case) arrives at a sender instead of appending them to the train as in the point-to-point case. Instead of containing updates like in the point-to-point case, the train (or token) would carry only update reception, delivery and stability information that would be constantly updated by each visited member. Such information would be needed to enable each member to detect lost updates and ask for retransmissions and to learn which received updates have become stable. We expect such optimizations to share many of the performance characteristics mentioned, while di ering on some important other points. Given the low cost of broadcast channel based networks, we expect the issue of the relative performance of atomic broadcast protocols in such channels to become an important research area in the years to come.
